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Let n > 1 and p, > 0 for 1 < i < n. We prove that to each group 
G = ZI!, x .. x Z$” with 1 = vr < i Y, and n - 2 <p, there exists a field K of 
characteristic zero such that G can be realized as Galois group Gal(N/K) of exactly 
one normal extension N of K. We also show that K can be chosen algebraic over 
Q if and only if 112 + + p(, _, <Pi. Moreover, we give a complete description of 
the finitely generated pro-2-groups which occur as Galois groups of maximal 
abelian 2-extensions of (infinite) algebraic number tields. $1 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. UNIQUE REALIZABILITY 
We call a finite group G uniquely realizable (in characteristic 0) if there 
exists a field K of characteristic 0 and exactly one Galois extension N/K 
with Gal(N/K) = G. If K can be chosen to be an algebraic extension of Q, 
we call G uniquely algebraically realizable. 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the determination of those finite 
groups which are uniquely realizable and those which are uniquely 
algebraically realizable. To start with, we concentrate here on abelian 2- 
groups. While in the algebraic case we can give a complete characterization 
(Theorem 3.13), in the general case we only give a sufficient condition for 
unique realizability (Theorem 2.2)(a). The simplest abelian 2-group which 
may not be uniquely realizable is 7, x E, x Hi,. It is known that the quasi- 
dihedral group of order 16 (cf. [J]) is not uniquely realizable. 
As a side result of our investigation, we also obtain some information on 
finitely generated pro-Zgroups which may occur as Galois groups of maxi- 
mal abelian 2-extensions of fields K of characteristic 0 (Theorem 2.24). In 
case K is an algebraic extension of Q this information is complete 
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(Theorem 3.14). In transferring our results to arbitrary abelian groups or 
even abelian p-groups for p # 2, some new ideas may be needed. 
Let K be a field of characteristic #O. We denote by E the Z,-vector 
space K*/(K*)’ of non-zero square classes of K. For a positive integer n we 
call the square class of an element a E K*\(K*)’ 2”-embeddable (over K) if 
there exists a cyclic extension L/K with Gal( L/K) = Ziz” and &E L. We 
call the square class of an element a E K* \(K*)2 2”-embeddable (over K) if 
there exists an infinite normal extension L/K whose (prolinite) Galois 
group Gal(L/K) is the additive profinite group Z, of 2-adic integers and 
&E L. If a E (K*)* we say that the square class of a is 2”-embeddable for 
any n, 1 5 n 5 co. One observes that for any n (finite or infinite) the set E,. 
of 2”-embeddable square classes forms a subspace of E. Its Z,-dimension is 
denoted by d,,. For n 5 m we clearly have E,, E E,.. Moreover, E, = E. By 
a result of Whaples ([W, Theorem 21) we know that 
E,#O*E,,#O. (1.1) 
Obviously we have E2m G fi L Gn < a E,.. In general there may be strict 
inclusion. An example of such a phenomenon was first given by J.-P. Serre 
(see [BP, p. 5333). In [AFSS, p. 8501 an example is given where K is a 
quadratic number field. However, if K has only finitely many square classes 
it is easy to see that E2==nlGnccu E,.. 
Now let G be a finite abelian 2-group. Hence for some positive 
integer n 
G = hp’ x . . . x HP” 
2’ 2” ’ /&+o. (1.2) 
For the Frattini group Q(G) we have G/@(G) = Z;, where r = pi + . . . + pL, 
is the rank of G. 
Let N/K be a normal extension with Gal(N/K) = G. The fixed field of 
Q(G) is called the socle of N. The socle is an elementary 2-extension of K; 
i.e., the Galois group over K is an elementary abelian 2-group. With a view 
to later applications we note that two normal 2-extensions are linearly 
disjoint if and only if their socles are linearly disjoint. 
Assume as above that G is realized as a Galois group Gal(N/K) over K. 
Every factor Z !$ (1 <j< pi) in the product (1.2) determines a unique 
square class in E, represented by some aijE K* such that K(A) is the 
fixed field of the subgroup of G obtained by replacing the factor H:,” by its 
subgroup of index 2. It is easily seen that the square classes of av (1 < i < n, 
1~ j < pi) are linearly independent in E. Moreover, aq is 2’-embeddable for 
all I < i. Hence we have 
d2,>pi+ ... +pn. (1.3) 
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dimE>p, + .‘. +p,,. (1.4) 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. If G is uniquely realized bJ> N over K thm 
dim E = rank(G), i.e., dim E = p, + . . + ,u,, 
ProojI Suppose there is at least one more square class, say represented 
by aE K*, besides those represented by the a,. Since K, = K(&) and N 
have intersection K, 
G, = Gal( NK,/K) = Z2 x G. (1.6) 
Clearly, there are two different subgroups of G, isomorphic to G. Thus (by 
the duality theory for abelian groups) G can be realized twice as Galois 
group over K. 
Since we are here interested in unique realizations of G, we therefore 
assume from now on that d, = dim E is finite. 
Fixing 2”, we can canonically construct a Galois group of exponent 
2” over K as follows. Let { u,,~ 1 1 < j 6 p,> represent a base of E,., 
where pn=d2”. Let {a,-?, 1 l<j<~~-,} extend this to a base of E,,-I, 
where p,, ~ r = d2”-1 - d,., and so on. Thus, finally {aii 1 1 6 i < n, 
1 <j<pi=d2,-d2,+,) (d2m+, := 0) gives a base of E,. If we let NV/K be a 
Galois extension of K such that 
G( NV/K) = H,, and J&EN+ (1.7) 
then clearly the Galois group G of the composition of all N,‘s is given by 
GKn=Zkjlx . . . xn’“. 
2” (1.8) 
In this particular case we have by construction 
d, = p, + . . . + pn for all 1 <idn (1.9) 
instead of the inequality (1.3). From (1.9) it is clear that the order of G,, 
is maximal among the abelian 2-groups of exponent 2” which are realized 
over K. The following theorem shows that (1.9) is the condition for unique 
realizability. 
(1.10) THEOREM. A group of type (1.2) is uniquely realizable over K if 
and only if (1.9) holds. 
Proof: Let us first assume that N/K realizes G and (1.9) holds. If then 
N’/K for some N’ # N would also realize G, Gal(NN’/K) would be an 
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abelian 2-group of exponent 2” which properly contains an isomorphic 
copy of G. This, however, contradicts the above mentioned maximality 
of G. 
Next we assume that there is a strict inequality in (1.3), i.e., 
d,, > pi + . . . + CL, for some 1~ id n. Then we conclude that for some iO < n 
there is a linear combination a (i.e., a product) of some base elements aV 
with i<i,, 16 j < pLi such that the square class of a is not just 2”‘-embed- 
dable, but also 2”+ ’ -embeddable. Now replace one copy Z,,O in the factor 
Z$ of G corresponding to some fixed factor aioio of a by the group ZZ,,,+,. 
We call the resulting group G’. Since now 
is again a base of E, the group G’ is realized over K (as explained in (1.8)). 
It is easy to see that G’ contains two different copies of G which contradicts 
the unique realizability of G over K. 
Before we give the next criterion for unique realizability we recall some 
basic notions from embedding theory of fields. 
Let 
be an exact sequence of groups and L/K be a normal extension with 
A = Gal( L/K). 
By a solution of the embedding problem corresponding to the extension 
(*) we mean a normal extension N/K, N 2 L, such that there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
(l)- Gal(N/L)- Gal(N/K)T Gal(L/K)-+ (1) 
I I 
(1)-R -8 
) /I 
c( A ------(I) 
where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms and the top row the canonical 
exact sequence from the Main Theorem of Galois Theory. 
(1.11) THEOREM. Let G = n;=, Zg:, p,, # 0, be an abefiun 2-group and 
assume there exists a G-extension over the field K. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) G is uniqueiy realizable over K, 
64140/l-2 
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(2) The embedding problem Jkr a G-extension M/K corresponding to 
the exact sequence 
(l)-+Z,+6-+G+(l) 
is not solvable for any abelian 8 having the same exponent as G. 
(3) d2 = rank G and for any tM)o linearly disjoint extensions NJK and 
N,/K with Gal(N,/K) N Hi.‘:; II’;: and Gal(N,/K) 2: Z’;: the embedding 
problem for N,IK corresponding to a non-split extension of abelian groups 
(1) -+ Lz -+ s5 -+ Gal(N,/K) + (1) 
is not solvable. 
(4) The profinite (pro-2) Galois group G,(K) of the maximal abelian 
2-extension of K has the form 
G,(K) = fl Z;; x .&r., almost all pL: = 0, 
where pj=pU:, 1 sisn- 1 andCT:.pL:+,u’=p,,. 
Proof (l)= (2) Since d, = rank G we see that the embedding 
problem corresponding to a split extension in (2) is not solvable. A non- 
split embedding problem as described in (2) is not solvable, since by virtue 
of Theorem 1.10 we have d2,=pi+ ... +p, for all i, 1 SiSn. 
(2) = (3) By choosing the exact sequence in (2) to be split we obtain 
d, = rank G. 
Let N, and N, be linearly disjoint as described in (3). If the embedding 
problem corresponding to a non-split exact sequence of the type indicated 
in (3) were solvable there would exist an extension m, 3 N, 2 K with 
Gal(m,/K) N 43 and such that R1 N,IK would provide a solution to an 
embedding problem of the type described in (2). 
(3) * (1) In view of the rank condition we conclude from Theorem 
1.10 that if G were not uniquely realizable over K, then d2, > pi + . . + pu, 
for some i, 1 <i<n. 
Consequently, there would exist extensions N,, N;, and N2 of K such 
that 
n-l 
Gal(N,/K) N Gal(N’,/K) z n .Z’!J 
i= 1 
Gal(NJK) z Z$ 
and N, #N;, Socle(N,) = Socle(N;) and N, linearly disjoint from both N, 
and N;. This easily implies that some non-split embedding problem of the 
type indicated in (3) would be solvable. 
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(1) o (4) We just have to note that an abelian finitely generated 
pro-2-group e has the form described in (4) if and only if 6 has exactly 
one closed subgroup fi for which elfi = G. 
By Theorem 1.10, the problem of constructing a field over which a given 
group G is uniquely realizable reduces to the space of square classes of K. 
The following lemma and its corollary give the possibility to arrange 
certain constructions in Section 2. 
(1.12) LEMMA. Let K contain a primitive 2”th root vZm of unity. Then a 
square class represented by a $ K2 is 2” ’ ’ -embeddable 
vZm is a norm from K(h). 
over K tf and only tf 
Proof See [AFSS, Prop. 11. 
(1.13) COROLLARY. Let &$ K(eZm). Then a is not 2m+1-embeddable, if 
the quadratic form ( 1, -a, - +, a+,) is anisotropic over K(+). 
This corollary follows from Lemma 1.12 if one observes that a quater- 
nion form ( 1, -a, -b, ab ) is isotropic over some field L if and only if b 
is a norm from L(A). H ere and in what follows about quadratic forms, 
we refer the reader to [L]. 
2. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section we show that certain abelian 2-groups are uniquely 
realizable. We now consider groups of the type 
G = H;:, x . . . x H;zn with l=v,< ... <v,. (2.1) 
We prove the following 
(2.2) THEOREM. (a) Zf in (2.1) we have n - 2 d u,, then G is uniquely 
realizable. 
(b) Zf we have p2+ ... +pn-,dpn, then G is uniquely algebraically 
realizable. 
In Section 3 we further show that the condition of (b) for algebraic 
unique realizability is also necessary. For (a), we do not know whether the 
condition is also necessary. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 proceeds in two steps. As a first step we show 
(2.3) LEMMA. Every group of the type G = Zl;, x H,,,, with 1 <v < v, is 
uniquely realizable. For u < 1 it is even algebraically uniquely realizable. 
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Proof: Let p # 2 be a rational prime such that IF,, contains Ed’ but not 
.sZ,.-, (e.g., p- 2” + 1 mod 2”+’ ). Denote by c,, the (additively written1 
p-adic valuation of Q. Now let 
k = Q(Q;, . . . . a;,), (2.4) 
where we choose ai, . . . . a;, algebraically independent over Q. We then 
extend up to the rational function fields Q(a;), Q(ai, a;), and so on. This 
is done by using [B, Chap. VI, Section 10.31. If we choose for 
u(a;), u(a;), . . . . u(ai,) elements in R which are together with 1 linearly inde- 
pendent over Q, we end up with a valuation u of k such that its residue 
field is IF,, and the value group u(k) is a subgroup of R, isomorphic to Zl’. 
Finally, we let K be the henselian closure of k w.r.t. the valuation 2;. Thus 
K contains a primitive 2’th root of unity which (by abuse of language) is 
again denoted by .sZ,. 
It is easy to see that, for p 3 1, a base of the square classes of K is 
represented by 
6’ = .x2,,  4 =P, a;, . . . . a;. (2.5) 
By Lemma (1.12), K(&) is 2’-embeddabie over K and, for every non- 
trivial linear combination a’ of the al, K(@) is not 2”+‘-embeddable 
over K. Indeed, since a’ is a square-free non-trivial product of the a;, its 
value is not divisible by 2 in o(K). Now the anisotropy of the binary 
form (1, -a?‘) over iF,, implies the anisotropy of the quaternion form 
(1, -E?,,, -a’, +a’) over K. 
Next we observe that &’ is 2”n-embeddable over the residue field [F,. 
Since K is henselian, this embeddability can be lifted to K itself. 
Now the lemma follows from Theorem 1.10 in case p 3 1.’ 
In case ,u = 0 we extend K to K’ by adjoining radicals to K such that 
finally in K’ the value group of u becomes divisible and the residue field still 
is IF,. Now a base of the square classes of K’ is represented by 6’ = Ed,, 
where E?, E IF, but s2’+i $ ff,. In this case we are free to choose v; thus we 
are free to choose any p # 2. 
In the second step, it is important to know that in the construction of 
the above lemma, K is the henselization of the hilbertian field k w.r.t. a 
rank one valuation. This guarantees that 
k is dense in K w.r.t. the valuation u. G-1 
’ Note that we may replace K by any henselian field which is an immediate extension of k 
w.r.t. the valuation U. Then all arguments remain true. This will be used in the proof of 
Theorem (2.2 ). 
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Concerning the case p = 0, we note that K’ is again a henselian field. Now 
k will be no longer dense in K’. However, if N denotes the unique 2”“-exten- 
sion of K’ we have that 
there exists a generator a of N/K’ with Irr(cc, K’)E~[X]. (2.7) 
In fact, f = Irr(a, K’) can be chosen as the lifting of an irreducible polyno- 
mial f~ F,[X] which generates the unique 2”“-extension of IF,. 
In the second step, we write the group G from (2.1) as a product whose 
factors can be uniquely realized by Lemma 2.3 and then prove a theorem 
that enables us to transfer unique realizability from factors to a product of 
groups. Actually, we write G as the product 
G= fin2 
( > 
p”-(n~Zl 
xG,x ..’ xG,-,x n Z,., 
/=I ;= I 
with Gi = Z/$ x h,,, for 2<i<n- 1. 
(2.8) 
In order to realize G algebraically, we write 
xG;x ... ~G,:p,x~fj~Z,,~ (2.9) 
j= I 
n-l 
with GT = (Z,,,, x Z,,,) for 2<idn-1 and p= 1 p,. 
i=2 
The construction of a field K realizing the direct product of finite groups 
G 11 ..-, G, uses the method of intersecting certain henselian fields 
H 1, . . . . H,, each of which realizes the corresponding factor. This method is 
taken from the second author’s paper [P], involving also an essential idea 
from Geyer’s paper [G]. 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and assume that in the algebraic 
closure i; of k we are given henselian fields H, , . . . . H, such that they induce 
pairwise inequivalent absolute values cpi, . . . . qrn onto k. As in [P] we 
include the case of archimedean absolute values. In that case, H should be 
a real closed archimedean subfield of !% We then let 
K=H,n ... nH,. 
For this field we have a Local-Global Principle for isotropy of quadratic 
forms over K (see [P, Theorem 1.1 I): 
A quadratic form p = (a,, . . . . a,) is isotropic over K if and 
only if p is isotropic in each field Hi (1 d i < m). (2.10) 
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In particular one gets that the space E(K) of square classes of K is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of the spaces E(H,) of square classes of H, 
(1 6 i 6 m). In fact, let c:, . . . . . c:,,, E H, represent a base of E(H,). Then by 
the Artin-Whaples Approximation Theorem we find C!~E K as close as we 
wish to c> in Hi and close to 1 in all H, with I # i. Here we use the fact that 
K is dense in each Hi which follows from [N, Satz (2.8)] (together with 
[E, Theorem 33). If we approximate closely enough, we may therefore 
assume that cii is in the same square class as c$ in Hi and is a square in 
all H, with 1 #i. Now we conclude with the help of (2.10) that 
c;, ( 1 d i d m, 1 did pi) represents a base of E(K). (2.11 ) 
Concerning the subspace E,,(K) with v > 2, the situation is not as clear as 
it is for E(K) itself. Using, however, a slight modification (which is taken 
from [G]), the situation becomes the same. For further use, we give a 
more general presentation than is needed here. 
We now assume in addition that k is a hilbertian field; i.e., Hilbert’s 
Irreducibility Theorem holds for k. Let then G,, . . . . G, be finite groups 
such that Gi is realized as the Galois group of NJH,. We assume in addi- 
tion, that there are separable polynomialsf, E k[X] (1 d i < m) such that N, 
is the splitting field off, over Hi. 
(2.12) THEOREM. There exist automorphisms ‘tl, . . . . T,,, of k’ over k such 
that G, x ... x G, is realized as Galois group over K = Hf’ n . n Hz. 
Proof By adding zeros from k to the polynomials A., if necessary, we 
may assume that allf. have the same degree 6 = CT=, [N,: Hi] = Cy= 1 IG, I. 
We consider each group Gi as a certain subgroup of the symmetric group 
S, such that G, permutes only the first IG,I elements, G, permutes only the 
next lGzl elements, and so on. Thus the subgroup of S6 generated by 
G 1, ..., G, is exactly G, x . . . x G,. 
For a fixed numbering of the zeros ofh, the Galois group Gal(Ni/Hi) is 
conjugate to Gic Sa, say 
Gal( NJH,)” = Gi 
for some sj E Sd. 
Using the Approximation Theorem and the fact that k is hilbertian, we 
find f E k[X] of degree 6 such that the Galois group of the splitting field 
N off over k is Sd and w.r.t. (pi approaches fi so closely that it has the same 
splitting field as f, over Hi (cf. [G, Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 2.21). If we 
now fix a numbering of the zeros off, there exists an automorphism ti of 
i;!k such that the Galois group of the splitting field off over H; is exactly 
Gi as the above fixed subgroup of S,. Thus, finally we get that the Galois 
group of the splitting field off over H;’ n . . . n Hz is G, x . . . x G,. 
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.2. 
Proof (Theorem 2.2). (a) We start with a hilbertian field k similar to 
(2.4) 
k = Q(t)(a;, . . . . a;), (2.13) 
where t, a;, . . . . a; are algebraically independent over Q and, with the 
notations of (2.1) or (2.8), 
p=max(p, I26i<n-1). 
We now choose different absolute values cpl, . . . . qrn on k and extensions 
H,, . . . . H, of k in i;, corresponding to the factors of (2.8). Thus 
m=#ui+(n-2)+(&-(?2-2))=p,+&. (2.14) 
The choice of these absolute values is made as follows. We first choose pL1 
different archimedean orderings on k for the first pi factors E,. (Note that 
even in case p 6 1, this is possible, since we have adjoined the transcenden- 
tal element t to Cl?.) In these cases, let H, be a real closure in i; of k w.r.t. 
the ith ordering. 
In the next (n-2) cases, i.e., for the groups G2, ,.., G,-,, the 
p-adic absolute values up on Q corresponding to the prime p chosen in 
Lemma 2.3 will be automatically different by the conditions on the residue 
fields IF,. We extend U, as explained in (2.3) to an absolute value ‘pi on 
ki = Q(a;, . . . . ah,). Finally, we extend (pi immediately to the field k in (2.13). 
This is possible, since the completion ffi of ki w.r.t. (pi is uncountable. Hence 
we can embed k into fj over ki. The extension of ‘pi to k we again denote 
by ‘pi. As in (2.3) we see that the group Gi is uniquely realizable over the 
henselian closure Hi of k w.r.t. ‘pi. 
Finally, for the remaining ,u, - (n - 2) factors we choose different primes 
p for each factor, different also from the already chosen ones. We then 
extend the p-adic valuation up immediately to k (as done in the previous 
cases) and call the extension again (pi. As explained in Lemma 2.3 we let 
Hi be a henselian extension of k w.r.t. ‘pi such that the value group is 
divisible and its residue field is still IF,. 
For each factor of G of (2.8) corresponding to Hi we choose a separable 
polynomialfiE H,[X] whose splitting field is this factor. By (2.6) and (2.7) 
(using Krasner’s Lemma in (2.6)) we may even assume that fro k[X] for 
all i Thus by Theorem 2.12 we find automorphisms T,, . . . . TV of x/k such 
that the field 
K=HT’r) . . . nH’m1 
1 m  
realizes the product (2.8) as Galois group. Thus also the product (2.1) is 
realized over K. For simplicity we write again H, for HF. 
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As mentioned above (see (2.11)), the space E(K) of square classes of K 
is the direct sum of those of the H,. Thus 
J?, 
d,(K) = 1 d,(H;). (2.15 
Since the product (2.1) is realized over K, we get by ( 1.3) that 
d,t(K)>p,+ ... +pn. (2.16) 
It remains to prove equality in (2.16). Then by Theorem 1.10, the product 
(2.1) is uniquely realized over K. This will be done by constructing for each 
exponent v, in (2.1) and hence in (2.8) a subspace Fi of E(K) such that 
dimF,=p,+ ... +pi and no non-trivial element of F, is 
2”1+ ‘-embeddable (1 < i < n - 1). (2.17) 
For the definition of the subspaces Fi we use a base of E(K) constructed 
as in (2.11) from the bases of E(H,) which have been used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. Let vi,, be given such that 1 <i, 6 12 - 1. Recall that for each 
1 < i< i. in the proof of (2.3) we had chosen representatives a:,, . . . . aip8 in 
the corresponding H such that no non-trivial product of these repre- 
sentatives was 2’(+ ’ -embeddable over H. In case i = 1 we have taken H as 
a real closed field for each of the p, factors Z,. Thus we obtain repre- 
sentatives a;, , . . . . a;,, = - 1 for the first /*i factors. Clearly, none of them 
are 22-embeddable over the corresponding H. 
Now let the space Fi be generated by the base elements aci E K (1 Q I < i, 
1 < j< pi) corresponding to a;. It remains to show that no non-trivial 
linear combination (product) of these elements is 2”+‘-embeddable. 
Assume a is such a product which is 2”+‘-embeddable. We may assume 
that some ai, occurs in this product. By construction, the H corresponding 
to i contains a primitive 2”th root of unity E. Thus ,,/&$ H(E) = H 
and hence &$K(E). Now by Corollary 1.13, the quadratic form 
( 1, --a, -E, us) is isotropic over K(E). But then it is also isotropic over H. 
In case i > 1, each factor a!, of a with I< i is a square in H and each factor 
uii differs in H only by a square from u&. Thus, the quadratic form 
(1, --a’, -E, u’s), where a’ is a non-trivial product of some a>, is isotropic 
over H. But then by Lemma 1.12, a’ would be 2”+ ‘-embeddable over H 
which contradicts the choice of the elements a;. In case i = 1, the same 
argument now gives the isotropy of (1, 1, 1, 1) over a real closed field H, 
which is impossible. 
(b) The proof of (b) is essentially the same as the above for (a). 
There are, however, two differences. 
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First, we have more middle factors of the type Z,“, x ZZVn. Note that the 
total number m of factors is again 
m=k++2+ ... +P,L-l+(Pn-PL)=Pl+/-L. (2.18) 
Since the factor Z,,, x Z,,, for 2 Q i 6 n - 1 occurs pi times, we must choose 
now pi different primes p such that the field IT, contains e2”, but not .+,+1. 
This, however, is possible by the use of Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in 
arithmetic progressions. 
Next, we must replace the field k=Q(t) in (2.13) (note that now p= 1) 
by some algebraic number field in order to get algebraic realizations. This 
is done as follows. Denote by pl, . . . . p,,, all the primes used for the factors 
different from Z,. Let p be any prime different from pI, . . . . pPc,. Choose 
any manic polynomial f~ Q,[X], irreducible of degree d> pi, and let 
g = JJf= i (X- i). By the Approximation Theorem we find a manic polyno- 
mial h E Q[X] which is as close as we wish to f over Q, and to g over all 
QP8 (1 d id p,,) and over R. If we approximate closely enough, f is 
irreducible over Q and has d zeros in R as well as in all Q, for 1~ i < pm. 
Thus, the field 
k = Q CUM-) (2.19) 
embeds into every Q, for each is p,, and has d different archimedean 
orderings. Thus, it may be used as an algebraic substitute of Q(t) in (2.13). 
Now we may continue as in case (a). 
At the end of this section let us look at the Galois group G,(K) of the 
maximal abelian 2-extension of the fields constructed here. 
Since in the proof of Lemma 2.3, the square class represented by b’ = .szY 
actually is 2”n-embeddable for all v, E N, we see that in these cases 
G,(K) = Z;, x t,, (2.20) 
where f, denotes the additive group of the 2-adic integers. 
In carrying over this result to Theorem 2.2, there is one difficulty: the 
choice of the automorphisms ri, . . . . z,~G(k) =Gal(E/k) in the proof of 
(2.2) depends on the polynomials fr, . . . . f, E k[X] which themselves 
depend on v,. Using, however, a stronger result from [G], we can overcome 
this difficulty as follows. 
As in [G, 6.21, we see that the set XV of automorphisms 
(T 1, ***9 7,) E G(k)” such that the group 
G(Y) = zp’ x . . . x zflf’ 
2°C 2y 
with l=v,< . . . <v,-i<v (2.21) 
is realized over 
K=H=~,-J . . . nHrm 1 m (2.22 
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has measure 1 in the Haar measure of G(k)“‘. But then the intersection 
(2.23 ) 
also has measure 1. Thus, we can find z,, . . . . r,, E G(k) such that the field 
(2.22) realizes all groups G”” for v > 11, , Now the proof of (2.2) shows 
that the square classes which were 2”“-embeddable actually are now 
2’-embeddable for all IE fY. Thus, we obtained 
(2.24) THEOREM. For every group G = Ztt, x . . x Z::D:‘I x tp with 
1 = v, < . < vnp 1 there exists a field K such that G?(K) = G in case 
n - 2 < pL,. If we have pz + . . + p(n ~ , < p, then K can be chosen algebraic 
over Q. 
3. UNIQUE REALIZABILITY OVER ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS 
In Theorem 2.2(b) we gave a sufficient condition that a finite abelian 
2-group is uniquely realizable over an (infinite) algebraic extension of Q. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove that this condition is also 
necessary. 
We start with some notations and technical lemmas. Let F be a (finite or 
infinite) algebraic number field. For an archimedean prime divisor #z of F 
and a non-zero element a E F we define ~~(a) = 0 or 1, according as a is 
positive or negative in the ordering of F corresponding to 4;. Further - , 
we say that fi is split in a finite extension M of F if the ordering 
corresponding to # can be extended to M. 
We need the following (well-known) 
of F 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let L be a finite algebraic number field, For each non- 
archimedean prime divisor a in L there exists a homomorphism ( -19 ) _I from 
the multiplicative group U, of a-adic units in L onto H, with the property 
that (a/a) = 0 in Z, whenever a splits in L(&), u E Uy . 
ProoJ a splits in L(J) ‘f c1 i and only if CI is a a-adic square. Since 
[U,: iJ$] 2 2 the results follows. 
Note that (-/a) is the usual quadratic residue character, written 
additively, when the norm of 9 is odd. 
The following is a key result for this section. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let K be an infinite algebraic extension of Q such 
that the E,-dimension of the space E(K) of square classes is n ( < co). 
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Assume n = t + u + v, where t < u, and 2’ +U square classes of K can be 
represented by totally positive numbers. Let L be a finite algebraic subfield 
of K containing elements a,, . . . . a[+,,, c,, . . . . c, such that a,, ..,, a,,, are 
totally positive in L and a,, . . . . a,,,, c,, . . . . c, are quadratically independent 
in K. 
Further let aI, . . . . ar be non-archimedean prime divisors of L and +., , . . . . /“,Y 
archimedean prime divisors of L such that r + s = u + v. 
Then there exists n E L such that 4 E K and at least one of the above 
prime divisors does not split in L(h). 
Prooj: By the assumptions for every CI E L there exists a product rz of 
the a’s and the c’s such that GE K. 
We proceed by an indirect proof. Assume the statements in the proposi- 
tion were false. Then each of the archimedean prime divisors fi, , . . . . PI- were 
split in L(J;f) for each q E L having the property that ,/;; E K. 
Since a,, . . . . a,, u are totally positive, for each o! E L there would be 
integers h r, . . . . h,Y such that 
w/$4 = 2 h,yJc,) (1 IjSs), 
i= 1 
where generally x denotes the residue class of x in Z,. 
Because the Z,-vector space Z; is generated by the vectors 
- - 
wq&)> . ..> w,pN Ia E: L) 
we conclude that the rank of the matrix 
{Wj,(Ci))3 - - llilv, lsjls 
is s; in particular we get s 5 0. 
By making a suitable base change of the c’s we may assume that 
and 
wfi, (Ci) = 0 for I lilv--s and -- lsjss 
w/Jc”-s+,) = 
i 
y 
P#V ldpLd.3 
p=v l<v<s. (3.3 1 
Again by our assumption that the statement of the proposition is false 
we conclude that for every totally positive CL E L there exists a product rt of 
powers of a,, . . . . a,,,, cr, . . . . c, such that 
and ,/&E K. 
wfi,(cm) E 0 mod 2 lsjs.5 
wJan) E 0 mod 2 lsisr 
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In view of (3.3) the exponents of C, \, , , . . . . L’,. must be ~0 mod 2. - - 
Since the L,-space Z: is generated by the vectors (u~+~(z), . . . . M‘,,(X)), x 
running through the totally positive numbers of L there is a basis 
B 1, ...> /jr+u+L. s of the square classes generated by a,, . . . . (I,, u, L’, . ._., C, j 
in such a way that 
i 
1 when i=j’and 1 ,<iir 
wg, (B,) = 
0 otherwise, that is, when i# j and : $I,$; + t (3’4’ 
(Note that t+u+v-s=r+t.) 
In the following q denotes a totally positive number in L such that 
YJl?) = - 1 
M’Jv)=o for 2sisr. 
(3.5 1 
Again for any such n there would exist a product 7~ of powers of 
B 1, ..., Pr+r, Co-IfI,-, c, such that fi E K and every p,, 1 5 j 5 s, and 
every a,, _ - 1 I il r, splits in L(A). Since q is totally positive the 
exponents of c, _ s + i , . . . . c, must be ~0 mod 2. Because of (3.4) and (3.5) 
the exponent of /I, must be = 1 mod 2 while the exponents of /I?, . . . . ,8, 
must be ~0 mod 2. 
Hence there must exist integers e,, , , . . . . er+,, each of which is 0 or 1 
such that rc’=/?ib:;+; . ../I.‘:; has the property that fin K and 
b , , . . . . fh, aI, . . . . a, split in L(J?). 
We now consider the 1 i isr, from Lemma 
3.1. Since each ai, 1 5 is 
When 9 runs through the numbers described in (3.5) it follows-for 
instance from the Approximation Theorem-that any vector in Z!> can 
appear as ((~B~la~)~ . . . . (rlPllar)). 
This gives the desired contradiction since t 5 u < r. 
From Proposition 3.2 we immediately derive 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let K be an infinite algebraic number field such that 
the Z,-dimension of the space E(K) of square classes is n ( < cc, ). Assume 
that 2” square classes can be represented by totally positive numbers. Let L 
be a finite algebraic number field contained in K and containing repre- 
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sentatives for the square classes of K such that (at least) 2” of these can be 
represented by totally positive numbers in L. Let 9 be a family of finitely 
many (archimedean or non-archimedean) prime divisors of L. Then there 
exist numbers ql, . . . . qr in L such that at most (n -m/Z) prime divisors in 9’ 
split totally in L( fi, ..,, A,) and L( fi, . . . . A) s K. 
For the main result of this section we need a local-global principle for 
embedding problems over finite algebraic number fields. We restrict our- 
selves to the case of abelian Z-groups and kernels of order 2. 
Let M/L be a normal extension of finite number fields and 
A = Gal(M/L) an abelian Z-group. Let 
(1)4,4-;-,A-,(l) (8) 
be a group extension over A by Z,, where 6 is abelian. Let # be a (non- 
archimedean or archimedean) prime divisor of L and let L, be the b-adic 
completion of L. If 9 is a prime divisor of /Z in M the 9-adic completion 
M, contains L, and M,/L, is a normal extension with Gal(MJL,) being 
a subgroup (the decomposition group) A, of A. 
By the extension (gfi) we mean 
(1)4,+ccu’(A,)--&, A,+(l) (3.7) 
if (3.7) is not split exact. Otherwise we just mean the trivial sequence 
For the following result we refer to [Ho] or [R]. 
LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR ABELIAN GROUPS WITH SIMPLE 
KERNEL. Let M/L be a normal extension of finite algebraic number fields 
and A = Gal(M/L) an abelian Z-group. The embedding problem corresponding 
to (8) is solvable iff (~9~) is solvable for M//L, for each prime divisor # 
of L. 
(3.8) Remark. Since a local field has a uniquely determined unramified 
cyclic extension of arbitrarily prescribed degree, it follows that the local 
problem (8+) is solvable if +Z is unramified in M. 
We need the following well-known result (cf. [AFSS, Prop. 11). 
13.9) SUBLEMMA. Let L/K be cyclic of degree 2’. Then L/K can be 
embedded into a cyclic extension of degree 2’+ I iff - 1 is a norm (with 
respect to K) of some element in L. 
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(3.10) LEMMA. Let M/A he u nornlul rxtension of local fields with 
Gal(M/A) = A an abelian 2-group. Let A’ = A($) he u quadratic e.xtension 
of A such that A’ n M = A. Set M’ = M(&), so that Gal(M’/A’) = A. Then 
the embedding problem ,for every non-split e.utension 
is solvable over M’/A’. 
ProojI It suffices to consider the case where 8 and hence A are cyclic, 
say A-ZZ,,. 
There exists a (uniquely determined) subfield M, of M such that 
[M:M,] =2 and hence Gal(M,/A) N Z,.-I. Let M= M,(4), heMI. For 
the fields M’, = M, (4) and M’ = M( &) = M’, ( fi) we have the following 
diagram 
M’= M’,(d) 
/I 
M; = MA&) 
I/ I 
Ml A’=A(J;;) 
By the Sublemma 3.9 there exists m, EM, such that - 1 = N,,,,(m,). By 
basic properties concerning the behaviour of the norm residue symbol 
under field extension we get (m,, b)M,C~J= 1; hence m, =~~,,~~(fi) for a 
suitable B E M’. Therefore - 1 = N,,,,, (/3) and again by the Sublemma 3.9 
we conclude that M’/A’ can be embedded into a cyclic extension of 
degree 2” + ‘. 
For basic results concerning extensions of abelian groups we refer to 
CHSI. 
(3.11) LEMMA. Let M/A be a normal extension of local fields and let 
A = Gal(M/A) be an abelian 2-group of rank r and exponent 2’. Then there 
exists a homomorphism x: Ext(A, H,) -+ Z, such that the embedding problem 
of M/A corresponding to a non-split extension of abelian groups 
(l)+Z,-+O~ A-+(l) (8) 
is solvable if x(b) = 0. 
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Proof. By local class field theory the norm mapping gives a (l-l) 
correspondence between the finite abelian extensions of A and the sub- 
groups of the multiplicative group A* of finite index. Let H be the sub- 
group of A* corresponding to M/A; then A 2: A*/H and obviously 
Hz (A*)“3 (A*)“+‘. Let B be the additively written group A*/(A*)2”’ 
and K the canonical homomorphism B + A. 
For an extension (8) the group 6 (now written additively) is a module 
over the ring R = Z/Z2ei ‘. 
The embedding problem over M/A corresponding to (8) is solvable iff K 
is in the image of 
Hom,(B, 6) ~om(ls HomA& A). 
(Note that a map y: B + (si such that LXY = K is automatically surjective, 
since (6’) does not split.) 
Now there is an exact sequence 
Hom,( A, 6) - HomA A) 6A ’ Ext,(A, z2) 
I I I 
Hom,( B, 8) - HomA& A) 6s > Ext,(R H2) 
with exact rows where 6, and 6, are the connecting homomorphisms. The 
mapping (8 1 SA(IA) Ext,(A, Z,) yields a bijection between the exten- 
sions of A by Z, and Ext(A, Z,) = Ext,(A, Z,). By the Structure Theorem 
for local fields (see [Ha, p. 2221) B = B’ @ F, where F is a free R-module 
and B’=R/R2”, use+ 1. Hence 
Ext,(B, h2) = 
0 if a=e+l 
Z/Z2 = R/R2 if a 6 e. 
This yields the assertion of Lemma (3.11). 
We are now able to prove the main result of this section. 
(3.12) THEOREM. Let G = Zyl x h’f: x ... x Ht;, u, > 0. Zf there exists an 
algebraic extension K of Q such that there is exactly one G-extension of K, 
then u,+ ... +u,~~~u,. 
Proof: Assume r 2 3 and u2 + ... + u,_, > u,. The statement of the 
theorem follows when we prove that any algebraic extension K of Q which 
admits at least one G-extension will admit at least two G-extensions. 
Since G can be realized as a Galois group over K, by (1.4) the Z,-dimen- 
sion of E(K) is Lu, +u2+ ... +u,. If there is strict inequality here, by 
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Proposition (1.5) there would be at least two G-extensions of K. Hence we 
may assume that the dimension of E(K) is u1 + u1 + ... + II,. 
Let L be a finite algebraic number field which is contained in K and has 
the properties that the square classes in K can be represented by elements 
in L and L has a G-extension M which is linearly disjoint from K. 
Let 9 be the finitely many prime divisors in L which are ramified in M. 
There must be u2 + . .. + u, independent square classes represented by 
totally positive elements (even sums of two squares) as follows from 
Lemma (1.12). In view of the assumption that u2 + ... + u,~ i > u, 
Proposition (3.6) implies that there exist elements y~i, . . . . q, in L such that 
L’ = L(,/;;;, . . . . Jr],) c K and at most U, + .. . + u,+ i - 1 prime divisors 
from 9 split totally in L’. 
We write G = A x Zl;;, where A=Z!j’x ... xZ~;::, and let M, be a sub- 
field of M such that M, is an A-extension of L. By the translation theorem 
M, L’ is an A-extension of L’. 
To prove that K admits at least two G-extensions it suffices by Theorem 
1.11 to show that there exists a non-split extension of abelian groups 
(1)-+z,+~-,A+(l) (8) 
such that the corresponding embedding problem is solvable over M, L’/L’. 
To show this we apply the Local-Global Principle. In view of Remark 
3.8 and Lemma 3.10 it suffices to consider the extensions to L’ in (at 
most) u=u,+ ... + u,- i - 1 prime divisors pi, . . . . bU of L. If the local 
embedding problem is solvable for one prime divisor of L’ dividing 
some bi, 1 5 i 5 U, it is solvable for all prime divisors in L’ dividing #,. 
By Lemma 3.11 there exists a homomorphism x: Ext(A, Z,) + Z: such 
that the embedding problem corresponding to (g), represented by an 
element in Ext(A, Z,), is solvable if (8) E Ker(X). 
Since Ext(A, Z,) = Z.;‘+ .” +Urml = Z;+l we conclude that Ker(X) # 0; 
hence for some non-split extension the corresponding embedding problem 
is solvable. 
We sum up Theorems 2.2 and 3.12 in 
(3.13) THEOREM. A finite abelian 2-group 
G=Z;f,x . . . xZ;y, l=v,< ‘.. <v, 
is uniquely algebraically realizable if and only if ,uL2 + . . . + p,, ~ 1 5 p,, 
We finish by an application concerning the Galois group G,(K) of the 
maximal abelian 2-extension of an (infinite) algebraic number field. G,(K) 
is finitely generated as a pro-Zgroup if and only if K has finitely many 
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square classes. If so, G2(K) is a finite direct product of finite cyclic 2-groups 
and copies of t,, the additive group of 2-adic integers. 
By combination of Theorem 1.11, Theorem 2.24, and Theorem 3.12 we 
obtain a characterization of those finitely generated pro-2-groups which 
can occur as Gz(K) for an algebraic number field. 
(3.14) THEOREM. Let G=Z’,‘,!,x ... xZ~:~;‘,xf~ with l=v,< ... <v,_, 
be a finitely generated pro-2-group. There exists an algebraic extension K qf 
Q such that Gz(K)=G ifand only ifp2+ ... +p,, -,sp,,. 
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